
Gralleh's Guide to Guardian Tanking Guardian / Juggernaut. Nice to have all the up to date info in one place, thanks for taking the time to put this together.

Experience: 26018 (no Experience Boost) Credits: 7495: 1 Makeb Holosouvenir; 3 Basic Commendations; Choice of green mainhand weapon or class 10 ancient premium.

Today we’re grabbing a thread from the forums that we thought deserved some attention! Witya’s Hell’s Kitchen thread was a laundry list of the common sins and.

Hello everyone this is Snoopy here back with another SWTOR video! Today we have a new SWTOR Guide on How To Solo Flashpoints! I hope you guys enjoy this.
Some said that Revan was born in the Outer Regions, beyond the Rim, and that's what called to him during the Mandalorian Wars... and after. It was the call of home.

Star Wars: The Old Republic, commonly abbreviated as The Old Republic, SWTOR, or simply TOR, is.

Hi everyone, my name's Phottek and I'm writing this guide as an introduction to Sith Warrior PVE tanking in ToR. To be clear from the outset, this is mostly aimed.

Enter The Foundry with Skorks and fight the legendary HK-47 droid to finally get a chance to meet with Revan himself! CLICK TO READ MORE ----- * MY CARNAGE.

Brann est une carte légendaire intéressante de l'extension La Ligue des Explorateurs. Détaillons là !